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Abstract

We investigate the electronic decay of an Ar 3s−1 vacancy in medium sized

ArKr clusters. The only energetically accessible, radiationless decay mecha-

nism is Electron Transfer Mediated Decay Three (ETMD3). Here, the argon

vacancy is �lled by an electron from one krypton atom, and the excess en-

ergy is transferred to a second krypton atom which consequently emits an

electron. For the theoretical calculation of ETMD3 spectra, in a bottom-up

approach, we study the dependence of the decay width on the geometry of

elementary sets of three atoms, from which any cluster can be composed. We

simulate the ETMD3 spectra of medium sized ArKr clusters and compare
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the resulting spectra to experimental ETMD electron spectra presented ear-

lier (Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 033402 (2011)) and in this work. We show that

ETMD3 is the dominating relaxation mechanism for the cases studied here.
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Electron Transfer Mediated Decay, ETMD3, Heterogeneous Noble Gas

Clusters, Electronic Decay Process, ArKr

1. Introduction1

A multi-electron system containing a vacancy in a level other than its2

outer valence shell is in an excited state, and will relax via emission of a pho-3

ton, coupling to the nuclear motion or via an electronic decay processes. In4

the latter case, the vacancy is �lled by a valence electron and the excess en-5

ergy is used to emit another electron. Depending on how the initial vacancy,6

the electron that was �lling it, and the emitted electron are distributed over7

the atoms or molecules involved in the process, the process will have di�erent8

characteristics, like energetics and lifetimes.9

If the initially ionized orbital Xin, the electron donating orbital XD10

and the electron emitting orbital XE are all on one and the same atom or11

molecule, the process is called Auger decay, �rst observed by Meitner [1] and12

named after Auger [2]. Auger decay is element speci�c and therefore used13

for surface analysis in metallurgy, quality analysis of microelectronics [3, 4]14

and studies of heterogeneous catalysis [5]. In order to initiate this process,15

typically Xin has to have a vacancy in a core level. This requires a high16

ionization or excitation energy to create the initial vacancy, which limits the17

applicability of Auger decay to systems which do not su�er from radiation18
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damage and therefore excludes most organic compounds. The Auger process19

has lifetimes in the as to fs range and, if energetically accessible, is in most20

cases the dominant relaxation mechanism.21

Since 1997, decay processes in which the units are spread over di�erent22

atoms or molecules, have been investigated [6�11]. The most basic of these is23

the so-called Interatomic / Intermolecular Coulombic Decay (ICD), in which24

the orbitalsXin andXD reside on one atom or molecule (subsystem S1), while25

the excess energy is transferred to a di�erent atom or molecule (subsystem26

S2) which then emits an electron into the continuum: the ICD electron. In27

the �nal state of the process, the two positively charged subsystems repell28

each other and undergo Coulomb explosion. Meanwhile, di�erent variants29

of ICD are known, in which the vacancy is created by excitation instead of30

ionization (resonant ICD) [12�16] or by Auger decay followed by ICD [17�31

21]. In both cases the subsystems are characterized by a di�erent number and32

distribution of charges after the decay, compared to the classical ICD. The33

ICD process is investigated in quantum dots for its use in the development34

of a new generation of IR detectors [22], catalyzing mechanisms of proteins35

[23], as a cause of DNA damage in radioation therapy [24] and as a possibility36

to destroy malignant tissue [25, 26]. Its lifetime is normally in the order of37

femtoseconds, but strongly depends on the character of the decay partners38

involved, and on the environment of the originally ionized or excited site,39

since the decay width (Γ = ~/τ) scales at least linearly with the number40

of equidistant neighbours [27�30]. It has also been shown that not only the41

direct neighbours, but also atoms or molecules at larger distances may play a42

role in the overall process and may further increase the decay width [29, 31].43
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Yet other types of radiationless decay processes result, if the orbital ion-44

ized initially, and the one donating the electron that �lls the vacancy, reside45

on di�erent atoms or molecules. These processes are called Electron Transfer46

Mediated Decay (ETMD); and, since they involve an electron transfer step,47

normally proceed slower than Auger decay or ICD. They are therefore pref-48

erentially observed if the other decay processes are not accessible, or if many49

decay partners are available, which boosts the decay width of the ETMD.50

Depending on the character of the �nal state and the number of atoms or51

molecules involved, the ETMD is called ETMD3 (all three units spread over52

di�erent atoms or molecules) [32], ETMD2 (XD and XE coincide) [33] or ex-53

change ICD (Xin and XE coincide) [9, 34]. The ETMD3 process is sketched54

in Fig. 1. The enhancement of double ionization cross sections near threshold55

due to the environment was explained by ETMD2 starting with the single56

ionization of one of the surrounding atoms/molecules [35]. Recently, the ra-57

diation damage of metal complexes after exposure to x-rays was assigned to58

the result from several di�erent ETMD mechanisms [36].59

All three variants of electron transfer mediated decay processes were found60

in experiments (ETMD3 e.g. in [37, 38], ETMD2 in [39], exchange ICD in61

[9, 20]). In this work, we will focus on the �rst experimental demonstration62

of ETMD3, which was shown to be an important relaxation mechanism of Ar63

3s−1 inner valence vacancies in ArKr clusters [37]. Following the short pre-64

sentation in [37], in this paper we will present a comprehensive account of our65

experimental results for this system, and will present extensive simulations66

of the decay process.67

Already before the experiment, it was predicted theoretically that the68
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ETMD3 channel is open after Ar 3s ionization in Kr-Ar-Kr trimers [40]. In-69

terestingly, these investigations of trimers showed that the channel opening70

for the process is geometry dependent. In case of the linear Ar-Kr-Kr and71

the bent structure the decay channel is closed, while for the linear Kr-Ar-72

Kr structure the energy of the doubly ionized �nal state is lower than the73

ionization energy of the initially ionized argon atom and hence, the channel74

opens. However, the decay process has never been investigated theoretically75

for a system of more than three atoms. Meanwhile, we developed a method76

to simulate ICD and ETMD3 spectra for large clusters based on the decom-77

position of the cluster into pairs and triples of atoms, with the full spectrum78

constructed from the summed-up contributions (decay energies and decay79

partial widths) from each of these sub-units [28]. This approach was tested80

successfully against experiments in NeAr and ArXe clusters, where in both81

of these cases the arguably most interesting result consisted in the occurence82

of ICD between the initial vacancy and atoms in its second coordination shell83

[29, 31, 41]. Here, we will therefore apply it to ArKr2 trimers, to understand84

the basics of the process, and to larger ArKr clusters, thereby showing the85

suitability of the method for the ETMD3 process.86

ArKr clusters have been the subject of the investigation of ICD before:87

ICD was found after Auger decay of Ar 2p or Kr 3d vacancies [42, 43], and88

ICD induced after resonant Auger decay was discussed in Ref.s [44, 45]. These89

processes need much higher excitation energies than the experiment in Ref.90

[37] and in this paper, to which we will compare our theoretical results.91

The outline of the paper is as follows: For completeness, we �rstly repeat92

the essentials of our theoretical approach to the calculation of ETMD spec-93
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tra, then we summarize some details of the experiment and discuss properties94

of the clusters that are produced. We then summarize some computational95

details speci�c to this project. In the main theoretical part, we delineate96

how the ETMD decay widths and energies depend on the geometrical ar-97

rangement of the three atoms involved in the decay, and on the orientation98

of their orbitals. After that, we describe the consequences for the spectra99

of larger ArKr clusters with either a strict Kr core-Ar shell arrangement, or100

an arrangement that allows for some di�usion of the Ar shell into the core.101

Finally we present experimental results on the ArKr systems in substantially102

more detail than in our earlier work [37], and make a comparison to the103

calculations.104
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eETMD

Figure 1: Sketch of an Electron Transfer Mediated Decay involving three atoms (ETMD3),

initiated by photoionization.
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2. Theory105

Whether an electronic decay process is observed, depends on its ener-106

getic accessibility and its e�ciency and hence, its ability to compete with107

alternative decay mechanisms. We will discuss these two aspects separately.108

In an electronic decay process, the energy of the initially ionized subsys-

tem must be equal to the sum of �nal state's energy and the kinetic energy of

the emitted electron, Ein = Efin +Esec. Therefore, a process is only accessible

energetically, if the energy of the �nal state Efin is lower than the energy of

the initial state Ein. These two energy values can be approximated by the

single ionization potentials (SIP ) of the di�erent units, and, for processes in

which the two �nally ionized units XD and XE do not coincide on the same

atom or molecule, the distance d between XD and XE:

Ein = SIP (Xin) (1)

Eβ
fin = SIP (Xβ

D) + SIP (Xβ
E) +

1

d
(2)

Eβ
sec = Eβ

in − Eβ
fin, (3)

where the index β distinguished between di�erent quantum states located on109

the same sub-unit. Atomic units are used.110

For the case of ETMD3 in ArKr clusters, d is the interatomic distance be-

tween the two ionized krypton atoms. These quantities depend on the decay

channel under investigation. In the relativistic approach, which is necessary

for the treatment of krypton due to spin-orbit coupling e�ects, these are

characterized by the di�erent total angular momenta JD and JE and their

combinations. Since the allowed values for the angular momenta are 3/2

and 1/2, there are four conceivable decay channels β: ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2,
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ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
1/2, ArKr 4p

−1
1/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 and ArKr 4p−1

1/2Kr 4p
−1
1/2. The work-

ing equation for determining the energy of the secondary electron reads:

Eβ
sec = SIP (Xin)− SIP (Xβ

D)− SIP (Xβ
E)− 1

d
. (4)

A channel β is closed if the kinetic energy of the emitted electron is smaller111

than zero (Esec < 0).112

A measure for the e�ciency of the decay is the decay width Γ = ~/τ ,

which is inversely proportional to the lifetime τ . Following Wentzel [46],

Feshbach [47, 48] and Fano [49], it can be written as:

Γ =
∑
β

Γβ =
∑
β

2π
∣∣∣〈Φ|V̂ |χβ,ε〉∣∣∣2 . (5)

Here, |Φ〉 and |χβ,ε〉 denote the wavefunctions of the initial and �nal state,

respectively, and V̂ is the interaction operator. Formulating an asymptotic

approximation for the ETMD3 within this ansatz leads to

Γβ =
1

R6

∑
Min,D′

2

[∣∣∣〈D̃x(Min,D′)〉
∣∣∣2 (2 + sin2 α) +

∣∣∣〈D̃z(Min,D′)〉
∣∣∣2 (1 + cos2 α)

]

· cσ
(XE)(ωvp)

2πωvp
, (6)

where 〈D̃x/z(Min,D′)〉 denotes the transition dipole moment between the ini-113

tially ionized unit (termed A in our earlier papers) and the electron donor114

(formerly termed B) in either x̃ or z̃ direction, and ωvp denotes the energy115

transferred to the electron emitting unit, often referred to as the transfer of116

a virtual photon (vp) [28]. σ(XE) denotes the photoionization cross section of117

sub-unit E at the photon energy ωvp.118

Clearly, Γβ within this approximation depends on the spatial coordinates119

of the three involved sub-units (here, the initially ionized Ar and two Kr120
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Figure 2: Di�erent choices of Jacobi coordinates for the description of the geometry of the

three centers involved in ETMD3. In panel a) the reference point for the energy transfer

distance R is chosen at the initially ionized unit Xin, while in panel b) the reference point

is chosen between Xin and XD.

atoms). Implicit in Eq. (6), we describe these by the Jacobi coodinates of121

two distances and one angle, as shown in Fig. 2.122

The two distances Q and R in Fig. 2 are inequivalent, as Q is the distance123

of charge transfer between Xin and XD, and R is the distance over which the124

energy transfer, resulting in the ionization of XE, proceeds. Within our125

ansatz, it is of some consequence that the Jacobi coordinates can be chosen126

in di�erent ways, as shown in the Figure. The endpoint for the energy127
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transfer distance R can be chosen anywhere on the connecting line between128

the initially ionized unit and the electron donor. Accordingly, for a given129

triple structure, also the value of the angle α changes. Which choice describes130

the process most accurately currently is not known. We note however that131

this choice a�ects the calculated results. In this paper, we choose the initially132

ionized unit as the anchor for the energy transfer distance R, corresponding133

to Fig. 2a, in order to avoid singularities, which can occur in cluster structures134

when XE is placed in-between Xin and XD.135

3. Experimental136

The experiments were performed at the synchrotron radiation source137

BESSY II of Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, at the bending magnet beamline138

TGM4 and the undulator beamline UE112-PGM1. Our set-up is comprised139

of a vacuum chamber housing a cluster source in an expansion region and a140

magnetic bottle electron time-of-�ight spectrometer in the detection region.141

These two regions are separated by a conical skimmer (Beam Dynamics) in142

order to maintain a pressure of approx. 5×10−6 mbar in the detection re-143

gion. The cluster source was described earlier in [50]. The magnetic bottle144

spectrometer and the coincident electron detection technique have also been145

described in detail [50, 51]. In short, we produced homogeneous argon and146

krypton clusters as well as mixed ArKr clusters of di�erent sizes and compo-147

sitions by varying the expansion conditions and the initial argon - krypton148

mixing ratio. Gases were obtained commercially and used without further149

puri�cation. The distance of the nozzle to the skimmer was varied to obtain150

the highest degree of condensation in each experiment and was in the order of151
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a few mm. The skimmed cluster jet then passed the interaction region where152

it crossed a beam of monochromatic, horizontally polarized synchrotron ra-153

diation. Our magnetic bottle spectrometer was mounted perpendicular to154

the plane spanned by the light beam and the cluster jet, with the interaction155

region between the repelling magnet and the entrance aperture. Measure-156

ments of pure Ar clusters and ArKr clusters with 5% admixture were done157

at the TGM4, remaining experiments at the UE112. In the experiments at158

TGM4, a conical nozzle with a diameter of d = 100 µm and a cone length159

of t = 1400 µm was used. For the UE112 experiment the parameters were160

d = 80 µm and t = 1100 µm. The half opening angle of the cone in both161

cases amounted to α = 15◦. Other experimental parameters are collected in162

Tab. 1.163

The cluster size of homogeneous cluster can be estimated using an em-164

pirical scaling law [52]. This scaling law requires speci�c material constants165

Kch, which are Kch(Ar) = 1646 for argon and Kch(Kr) = 2980 for kryp-166

ton. In order to estimate the size of the inhomogeneous clusters we use167

a new material constant of the expanding mixture Kch(ArKr) which we168

derive using the partial krypton content, pKr of the mixture as follows:169

Kch(ArKr) = Kch(Ar)(1 − pKr) + Kch(Kr)pKr. The resulting, estimated170

cluster size of the mixed clusters is given in the last column of Tab. 1, and is171

not very di�erent from the size calculated for a pure Ar expansion (see also172

[53]).173

The outer valence spectra of the mixed clusters serve us as a measure174

for the obtained cluster composition and are shown in Fig. 3. The outer175

valence spectra were taken at an ionization energy of 16.2 eV. Time-to-energy176
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Table 1: The expansion parameters used for cluster production. Here, Krin is the molar

fraction of Kr in the expanding gas mixture, T is the nozzle temperature, and p the

stagnation pressure. 〈NAr〉 and 〈NKr〉 refer to cluster sizes for a pure Ar, or pure Kr

expansion, respectively, calculated from the given expansion conditions via an empirical

scaling law [52]. 〈NArKr〉 uses an interpolation of the material speci�c parameters to arrive

at a scaling law with some predictive power for mixed expansions, see text for details.

Krin (%) Krcl (%) T (K) p (bar) 〈NAr〉 〈NKr〉 〈NArKr〉

Ar � � 113.5 2.50 7000 � �

ArKr 3.0 37(6) 125 0.65 102 414 109

ArKr 5.0 35(5) 118 2.50 5600 22500 6100

ArKra 5.0 47(6) 118 1.50 1600 6500 1800

Kr 100 100 123 0.76 � 700 �

aRef. [37]
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conversion was performed based on a set of helium (He 1s) spectra measured177

with the same settings of the instrument over a range of kinetic energies.178

The photoelectron spectra in all three panels show the spin-orbit split Ar179

3p1/2 and Ar 3p3/2 monomer bands at a binding energy of around 15.8 eV .180

The Kr 4p3/2,1/2 monomer contributions are only visible in panel a) at 14.0181

eV and 14.6 eV binding energy, respectively. Panel a) further shows a sharp182

feature at a binding energy of about 15.6 eV. This feature stems from fast183

electrons generated by higher harmonic light formed in the undulator and184

can be neglected.185

In order to obtain the Kr content in the �nal clusters (Krcl), which can186

di�er substantially from the initial gas mixture, we determined the area under187

the electron spectra of the Ar 3p and Kr 4p cluster bands, respectively. This188

ratio is then corrected by the atomic cross sections for the Ar 3p (30.7 Mb)189

and Kr 4p (42.9 Mb) bands at hν = 16.2 eV [54]. The result is given in190

Tab. 1.191

All inner valence spectra were recorded at an ionization energy of 32.0 eV.192

The total acquisition times for the inner valence spectra were between 600193

and 1400 s. For each single bunch, all electron arrival times were recorded194

and stored together with a unique identi�er. Every time we record exactly195

two electrons within the time period of one single bunch (800 ns), we call196

this a two electron coincidence. The total count rate is kept below 1/30 of197

the bunch repetition rate. This way we can keep the rate of random coinci-198

dences (coincidences, in which the two electrons stem from two uncorrelated199

ionization events) much below the rate of the true coincidences (coincidences200

in which the two generated electrons are correlated with each other). The201
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resulting coincidence spectra can be depicted in a two dimensional map. A202

main advantage of this method compared to conventional, non-coincident203

spectroscopy, is that electrons can be identi�ed that have the same energy204

as electrons from other processes, even if the other processes have a higher205

e�ciency. In our case we can identify very slow autoionization electrons206

above a background of slow electrons stemming from intracluster scattering207

processes. A detailed description of this method can be found in [50, 55].208

In order to obtain the e�ciency of an autoionization process under inves-209

tigation, we can relate the number of recorded photoionization electrons to210

the number of recorded autoionization electrons. Each value has to be cor-211

rected by the detection probability of the respective electrons. This, again,212

is instrument dependent and can additional vary for electrons of di�erent213

kinetic energy. To determine the detection probability we have recorded Xe214

4d photoelectrons in coincidence with their N4,5OO Auger electrons, which215

have known branching ratios and kinetic energies. A detailed description of216

this method is given in [56].217
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Figure 3: Outer valence photoelectron spectra of mixed ArKr clusters, ionized at a photon

energy of hν = 16.2 eV. Labels in the individual panels denote amount of Kr in the initial

gas mixture, and other expansion conditions, see Tab. 1. The feature visible in panel a)

at 15.6 eV is an experimental artifact stemming from electrons emitted by higher order

synchrotron radiation. Also included are indicators for the positions of the Ar 3p and Kr

4p monomer lines in panel a) and for the Ar 3p and Kr 4p derived cluster bands in panel

b).
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4. Computational Details218

The computations of the ETMD spectra were performed with the pro-219

gram HARDRoC [57], which decomposes the entire system into triples. Here,220

the term `triple' designates a set of three atoms (one Ar, two Kr) at given221

positions in the cluster, including the assignment of the roles Xin, XD and XE222

in the ETMD process (see Fig. 2). Each set of three atoms therefore gives223

rise to six `triples', two of which (the ones with Xin = Ar) are of interest here.224

Generally, each triple is characterized by di�erent electron transfer distances225

Q, energy transfer distances R and angles α. The ETMD electron energies226

and decay widths are then simulated for each triple using properties of the227

subsystems and units. These properties have been determined experimen-228

tally (see Table 2), but to the best of our knowledge, experimental transition229

dipole moments are not available for the ArKr dimer. The latter were there-230

fore calculated with the Kramers-restricted con�guration interaction method231

in the 2012 release of the relativistic quantum chemistry program package232

DIRAC [58�61], using dual basis sets for argon (17s12p4d4f2g) and krypton233

(21s19p15d4f3g). Because the transition dipole moments depend on the in-234

teratomic distance in subsystem 1, they were calculated for several distances235

and the set was �tted to the expression 〈D̃j〉 = b exp(−χQ) + c, which then236

was evaluated for each triple. Values at the equilibrium distance of 3.90Å237

are given in Table 2.238

The van der Waals radii used for the construction of the structures are239

rAr = 1.88Å and rKr = 2.02Å [63].240
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Table 2: Experimental and calculated values for the parameters used for the simulation

of the ETMD electron spectra. The single ionization potentials were determined exper-

imentally for ArKr clusters [55]. Ionization cross sections are from literature data for

gaseous atoms. Here, σ(ωj) designates the full ionization cross section of atomic Kr at

the (virtual) photon energy corresponding to the �lling of an Ar 3s vacancy by a Kr 4pj

electron, ωj = SIP (Xin) − SIP (XD,j). The cross sections for creation of vacancies in

the two di�erent Kr 4p �ne-structure states at the site XE were derived by partitioning

each σ(ωj), taking into account the experimentally observed ionization cross section ratio

σ(Kr 4p3/2)/σ(Kr 4p1/2) (last line).

property value

SIP(Ar 3s) 28.80 eV

SIP(Ar 3p) 15.37 eV

SIP(Kr 4p1/2) 14.25 eV

SIP(Kr 4p3/2) 13.40 eV

SIP(Ar 3pnrel) 15.37 eV

SIP(Kr 4pnrel) 13.68 eV

〈3/2|x̃|1/2〉 1.365 · 10−2 Db

〈1/2|z̃|1/2〉 19.927 · 10−2 Db

〈−1/2|x̃|1/2〉 −0.374 · 10−2 Db

〈1/2|z̃|1/2〉 22.568 · 10−2 Db

〈−1/2|x̃|1/2〉 −3.619 · 10−2 Db

σ(ω3/2) 40.16Mb [54]

σ(ω1/2) 36.51Mb [54]

σ3/2/σ1/2 1.77 [62]
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5. ETMD3 in a trimer241

In order to understand the ETMD electron spectra of larger clusters,242

it is helpful to start with the properties of triples of atoms, from which243

larger clusters can be composed. The most important question is whether a244

decay channel is open at all or not. Therefore, we determined the channel245

opening distances dopen of the four di�erent channels β, and the hypothetic246

non-relativistic channel, by evaluating Eq. (4) for a kinetic energy of the247

secondary electron of zero. The results are shown in Table 3.248

Table 3: Channel opening distances dopen between the electron donating XD and the elec-

tron emitting unit XE for the di�erent decay channels and the estimated, non-relativistic

counterpart.

channel β dopen

ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 7.20Å

ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
1/2 12.52Å

ArKr 4p−1
1/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 12.52Å

ArKr 4p−1
1/2Kr 4p

−1
1/2 48.00Å

ArKr 4p−1
nrelKr 4p

−1
nrel 9.35Å

The ArKr 4p−1
1/2Kr 4p

−1
1/2 channel is unlikely to be visible in the spectrum249

at all, and the ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
1/2 and ArKr 4p−1

1/2Kr 4p
−1
3/2 channels only250

make up for a minor part of the spectrum due to the R−6-behaviour of the251

decay width.252

In Jacobi coordinates, the distance between the two ionized units in the
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�nal state D is given by:

d =
√
R2 − 2RQ cosα +Q2. (7)

Hence, the channel opening angle αopen and the channel opening energy trans-

fer distance read

Ropen = Q cosαopen +
√
Q2(cos2 αopen − 1) + d2 (8)

αopen = arccos

(
R2
open +Q2 − d2

2RopenQ

)
. (9)

0 50 100 150
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6

8

10

closed

open
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Figure 4: Channel opening coordinates for the ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 decay channel eval-

uated with a �xed Q = 3.90Å and dopen = 7.20Å (see Eq. (9)). The emitter channel

opening distance R is large for small angles α and decreases with increasing angle to a

distance of 3.3Å.

For a constant value of the electron transfer distance Q = 3.90Å, the253

interplay between the energy transfer distance R and the angle α are dis-254

played for the ArKr2 trimer in Figure 4. At small angles the channel opening255
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distance Ropen is large and then decreases with the opening of the trimer an-256

gle towards 180 ◦. The smallest channel opening distance is even below the257

equilibrium interatomic distance of the ArKr dimer (Req(ArKr) = 3.90Å).258

Hence, for large angles the ETMD channel is open even for direct neighbours259

and would also be open in the corresponding trimer. These �ndings support260

and generalize the theoretical investigation of the ArKr trimer in [40].261

Throughout the following discussion of the geometry dependence of the262

decay width, we choose one krypton atom as the electron donor and the other263

atom as the electron emitting species. In reality both atoms can be donor als264

well as emitter without an in�uence on the energy of the resulting �nal state,265

that is the two cases are experimentally indistinguishable. If the distances of266

both to the initially ionized atom are equal, the two alternatives contribute267

the same amount to the total decay rate. If one of the atoms ionized in268

the �nal state is signi�cantly further away, its probability in donating the269

electron, which is �lling the vacancy, decreases exponentially and can hence270

be neglected. For simplicity we skip this discussion for trimers, we will return271

to it when discussing ETMD3 in larger clusters.272

From Eq. (6) the R dependence of Γ is read as Γ ∝ R−6, corresponding to273

an energy transfer mainly being caused by a dipole-dipole interaction. The274

dependence on Q is implicitely included in the transition dipole moments.275

These depend on the overlap between the two atoms participating in the276

electron transfer, which decreases exponentially with Q.277

The angular part of equation (6) can be reformulated to yield:

Γi ∝
∑
Min,D′

2
[
| 〈D̃z(Min,D′)〉 |2(1 + cos2 α) + | 〈D̃x(Min,D′)〉 |2(2 + sin2 α)

]
.

(10)
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We now discuss the in�uence of the geometrical properties of a triple, and in278

particular of its opening angle α, on the decay width. In Figure 5, we show279

the ETMD3 decay width as a function of α. From Eq. (10), it is clear that280

the two orientations of the transition dipole matrix element in�uence Γi in281

a di�erent way, and the two factors are shown separately in the upper panel282

of the Figure. The two curves are mirror images of each other with respect283

to a horizontal drawn at Γ = 4.284

We now consider a model with two contributions to the decay width: one

with 〈D̃z〉 = 0 and 〈D̃x〉 6= 0 and the other with 〈D̃z〉 6= 0 and 〈D̃x〉 = 0.

This corresponds e.g. to the decay width with XD being Kr 4p−1
1/2. Due to

the larger orbital overlap for orbitals along the bonding axis (z̃) compared

to the orbital overlap of orbitals perpendicular to it (x̃), | 〈D̃z〉 |2 is typically
about one order of magnitude larger than | 〈D̃x〉 |2, but the exact �gure can
vary. We therefore de�ne q = | 〈D̃x〉 |2/| 〈D̃z〉 |2, with q ≤ 1. The angular

dependence then reads:

Γi ∝ 4q + 2(q − 1) sin2 α + 4, (11)

and is illustrated in the lower panel of Figure 5. It is an oscillating function285

with maxima at even multiples of π/2 and minima at uneven multiples at286

π/2, unless q = 1. In the case of q approaching zero, the angular part of287

the decay width approaches a shifted 2 cos2(α)-curve with maxima at even288

multiples of π/2 and minima at uneven multiples of π/2, with values between289

4 and 2. Therefore, for typical values of q, the energy transfer to an atom on290

the same axis (α = 0, π), corresponding to a linear arrangement, is preferred.291

Combining both, the view on the energetic accessibility of the decay chan-292

nels and the decay widths, results in the pictures shown in Figure 6. Here the293
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geometry dependence of the decay width for the case of the three relevant294

ArKr2 channels is displayed. The numbers were obtained by HARDRoC us-295

ing the asymptotic formula in Eq. (6) for di�erent combinations of R and296

α. Here, the charge transfer distance Q = 3.90Å is chosen to be equal to297

the internuclear distance of the neutral ArKr dimer. The plots display the298

channel closing for very small Kr-Kr distances and the R−6 behaviour, as well299

as the expected angle dependence explicitly shown in Figure 5. However, the300

angle dependence is not easily recognized due to the channel closing at small301

distances.302

The decay widths of the three di�erent decay channels shown in Figure 6303

can be summed up to yield the total decay width of the ArKr2 trimer, as304

illustrated in Figure 7. The upper panel shows the full range of calculated305

decay widths, while in the lower panel we zoom into the upper panel and306

show the decay widths for R ≥6.00Å. Also here, the R−6 dependence is307

observed and the dependence on the angle α is better visible than in Figure308

6. However, it is not fully visible as the ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 channel is closed309

at small angles due to the shorter interatomic distance between the two310

krypton atoms. Around R = 9Å and at high angles in the lower panel, the311

decay width shows a rapid increase. These �spikes� are caused by the channel312

opening of the ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
1/2 and ArKr 4p−1

1/2Kr 4p
−1
3/2 channels. The313

plots of the decay width clearly show the dominance of the ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr314

4p−1
3/2 channel over the other ETMD3 channels.315
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Figure 5: Upper panel: ETMD3 decay width vs. trimer angle α. Values are shown sep-

arately for the contributions of the two di�erent dipole transition matrix elements of the

electron transfer step, corresponding to an orientation of the dipole along the internuclear

axis of subsystem S1 (z̃-direction, light curve) or perpendicular to it (x̃-direction, dark

curve). Lower panel: ETMD3 decay width vs. trimer angle α, for electron transfer with

simultaneous contributions of both transition dipoles. The curves are parametrized by the

ratio of the respective dipole moments, q = | 〈D̃x〉 |2/| 〈D̃z〉 |2. See Eq. 6 and Fig. 2.
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Figure 6: ETMD3 partial decay width Γ vs. trimer angle α and energy transfer distance

R for an ArKr2 trimer with a �xed donor atom. The three open electronic decay channels

are shown separately.
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illustrated separately in Figure 6). The opening of channels at di�erent angles α and

internuclear distances R is observed at the spikes.
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6. ETMD in ArKr Clusters316

In a cluster consisting of more than three atoms, the ETMD3 spectra per-317

taining to several combinations of three atoms (triples) overlap. Additionally,318

each set of one argon and two krypton atoms makes up for two triples, in319

which the role of the electron donor and emitter is interchanged between the320

two krypton atoms. Charge stabilization of the ionized states in clusters is321

taken care of by using experimental ionization energies of mixed ArKr clus-322

ters of a size appropriate for comparison with our experiments. By that, a323

single ionization energy is used for each type of atom and therefore, energy324

di�erences between core and shell positions, or di�erent positions within one325

layer, are not taken into account. This will lead to a further broadening326

of the experimental spectrum, compared to the spectrum calculated in this327

approach.328

Most of the available experimental secondary electron spectra of ArKr329

clusters are from clusters with mean sizes of 〈N〉 < 2000, we therefore study330

cluster structures based on an icosahedral structure, which is most common331

for rare gas clusters of this size. One cluster structure was created as an332

idealized icosahedral structure with a krypton core of four shells (147 atoms)333

surrounded by a complete shell of argon atoms (see the left structure in Figure334

8). The interatomic distances were calculated using the van-der-Waals radii335

of the atoms.336

Core-shell structures in mixed rare gas clusters are energetically favoured337

due to di�erences in the respective cohesive energies of their components,338

which are 0.02 eV, 0.08 eV, 0.116 eV and 0.16 eV for solid neon, argon, kryp-339

ton and xenon, respectively [64]. Experimentally, core-shell structures have340
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Figure 8: Structures of the investigated ArKr clusters investigated theoretically. Both

contain 309 atoms (147 krypton and 162 argon atoms). In the left panel the cluster has

an icosahedral core-shell structure with a krypton core surrounded by one layer of argon

atoms. The cluster in the right panel has an overall icosahedral structure with a krypton

core surrounded by argon atoms in which 14 argon and krypton atoms are randomly

interchanged.

been shown to be dominant for NeAr and ArXe clusters [65, 66]. However,341

in the case of ArKr, where the cohesive energies are very similar, a core-shell342

structure can not necessarily be assumed, since no clear interface layer of343

krypton atoms could be detected experimentally [67], which is in contrast344

to the corresponding experiment of ArXe clusters [66]. Some di�usion of Ar345

into a Kr core has also been found in molecular dynamics simulations [68].346

Theoretical studies have shown that, if krypton atoms are found outside the347

core region, they occupy high coordination sites in either surface or edge348

positions [69]. Therefore, we constructed a second cluster structure by start-349

ing from the idealized icosahedral cluster. Then, the positions of 14 pairs of350

argon and krypton atoms were interchanged randomly, such that the kryp-351
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ton atoms were located at high coordination surface positions. The obtained352

structure was then optimized using a universal force �eld implemented in the353

program Avogadro (version 1.1.0) [70, 71] (see the right cluster structure in354

Figure 8). This attempt might lead to a local rather than a global minimum355

energy structure, but does allow to study the in�uence of argon atoms in the356

sub-surface region.357
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Figure 9: ETMD spectrum of an ArKr cluster consisting of a 137 Kr atoms icosahedral

core surrounded by a complete shell of Ar atoms (309 atoms in total). The ETMD electron

spectrum is dominated by several peaks close to 0 eV leading to a maximum around 0.2 eV

and a tail extending up to 2 eV. The ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 channel is responsible for 89%

of the total decay width.

Since other electronic decay mechanims are energetically not accessible358

in these clusters, we only simulated the ETMD3 spectrum, with the result359

shown in Figure 9.360

The spectrum of the idealized cluster is composed out of several smaller361
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peaks which have been convoluted with Gaussians with a width of 600meV362

to take care of vibrational e�ects and to guide the eye of the reader. The363

resulting signal is very broad with a maximum close to 0 eV and decreases364

up to approximately 2 eV. A further �ne structure is not visible. This is in365

very good agreement with the experimental spectra shown in Ref. [37], and366

in this work. Further analysis of the spectrum shows that the unresolved367

peaks between ca. 0.5 eV and 1 eV correspond to ETMD3 with nonnearest368

neighbours. The ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 channel is dominant in the cluster, and369

is responsible for 89% of the total decay width per argon atom.370

In Figure 10, the angle distribution of the triples that are responsible371

for the decay width, is shown for the ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 channel. It shows372

that triples with angles higher than 110 ◦ do not contribute to the ETMD3373

spectrum of the core-shell cluster. This result has a simple geometrical ex-374

planation: As always the initially ionized Ar atom is located on the surface375

of the cluster, approx. 110 ◦ is the largest value of the trimer opening angle376

that occurs.377

Most triples that can be constructed from the cluster atoms have angles378

α between 70 ◦ and 100 ◦. Hence, they pertain to the angle interval with379

rather low decay width (see Fig. 5). However, in the idealized core-shell380

cluster structure, these angles allow a decay with nearest neighbours; and in381

this situation the R−6-behaviour of the decay width leads to an advantage of382

these triples over the other ones with smaller angles.383

The ETMD spectrum using the non-relativistic approach [28] was simu-384

lated as well (not shown). After convolution, the spectrum and the decay385

width per argon atom are almost identical to their relativistic couterparts.386
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Figure 10: Angle dependence of the decay width of the dominant ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2

channel in an icosahedral ArKr cluster consisting of 309 atoms (147 krypton atoms and

162 argon atoms). The largest contribution to the total decay width results from trimers

with angles between 60 ◦ and 100 ◦, even though the decay width of a single trimer shows

a minimum at an angle α = 90 ◦. Larger angles are rarely found in core-shell cluster

structures and triples with smaller angles are (in this model) characterized by large energy

transfer distances and hence lower decay widths. See text for further discussion.

The decay channel is not open for as many triples as in the relativistic case,387

however, when it is open, the decay width is not split over di�erent chan-388

nels and is therefore higher than the decay width of the ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2389

channel.390

The modi�ed icosahedral cluster structure shows a very similar ETMD3391

spectrum (see Figure 9). Also here, the ArKr 4p−1
3/2Kr 4p

−1
3/2 channel is domi-392

nant. However, the decay width is higher and the spectrum is broader. Since393

the overall number of triples is exactly the same as in the idealized cluster394
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structure, this di�erence is obviously caused by the rearrangement of the395

atoms. Due to the presence of argon atoms in the sub-surface region, the396

same interatomic distance d between two krypton atoms can be achieved in397

triples with smaller distances Q and R, thereby also having a larger opening398

angle α. This can be seen well from the angle distribution of the decay width399

in Figure 10. Since the decay widths for constant Q and R are largest at400

α = 180 ◦, the total decay width of the cluster is a�ected by this structural401

change. This e�ect on the decay width per initially ionized argon atom is402

quanti�ed in Table 4.403

Table 4: Average ETMD3 decay width Γ and lifetime τ of the two cluster structures. For

comparison, values for one triple and for a full trimer, both in the geometrically most

favourable con�guration, are shown.

Γ [10−5 eV] τ [fs]

core-shell 3.56 18.49

modi�ed core-shell 12.70 5.18

triple α = 180◦, R = 4.0Å 12.60 5.22

trimer α = 180◦, R = 4.0Å 22.84 2.88

All lifetimes, both for the triple and the trimer as well as for the two clus-404

ter structures, are almost six orders of magnitude smaller than the lifetime405

due to radiative decay of an atomic Ar 3s−1 vacancy, which is 4.68 ns [72].406

Hence, according to our simulations ETMD3 is the dominant decay process407

in ArKr clusters after 3s ionization. (Experimental results underpinning this408

assertion will be presented below.) The decay width of the modi�ed core-shell409

structure is almost four times larger than the decay width of the idealized410
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core-shell cluster structure.411

This can be attributed to two geometrical factors: Many of the triples412

involved in the decay of the modi�ed core-shell system have large opening413

angles α, up to (almost) 180 ◦ and are additionally characterized by short414

energy transfer and charge transfer distances, R and Q. The �rst condition415

leads to an increase of the decay width by about a factor of two, and the e�ect416

of the second condition is comparable, as the two triples with interchanged417

roles of donor and emitter contribute with almost the same magnitude. At418

the same time, the average decay width per initially ionized argon atom is419

approximately the same as for a speci�c triple structure, but is signi�cantly420

smaller than the decay width of a trimer with short R and Q. This can be421

explained by the occurence of a multitude of other triples with less favourable422

geometric parameters, which decreases the average decay width.423

7. Experimental results424

The experimental electron emission spectrum of Ar 3s ionized states in425

Ar-Kr clusters has been presented by some of the authors [37]. In that work,426

coexpansion of Ar gas with a 5% admixture of Kr was used for cluster pro-427

duction, leading to clusters with a Kr fraction of about 40% (Tab. 1). In428

order to investigate the dependence of this signal on the cluster parameters,429

we have repeated the experiment with di�erent gas mixtures and expansion430

conditions. The electron-electron coincidence spectrum of clusters from Ar431

gas with a 3% admixture of Kr is shown in Fig. 11. Here, as in some of432

our earlier work [41, 50, 73], we show a colour coded map of the intensity433

distribution of electron pairs vs. the two electron energies, with e1 designat-434
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Figure 11: Photon excited electron-electron coincidence spectrum of mixed Ar-Kr clusters

(3% Kr in the initial gas mixture) in the region of Ar inner valence electrons. (b): Color-

coded map of coincident electron pairs, with the electron of higher kinetic named e1. The

energy of e1 is given as binding energy, using the photon energy of hν = 32 eV. (c): Energy

spectrum of primary electrons e1, irrespective of the energy of the secondary electron

(summation of the coincidence map along horizontal lines). (a): Energy spectrum of all

secondary (ETMD) electrons e2 pertaining to the Ar 3s binding energy region marked by

two black bars, before (black symbols) and after (red symbols) background subtraction.

Regions marked by red bars in (b) are used for background determination. Estimated

background intensity is shown by a red trace in (c). See text for details. Intensity is

expressed as coincident events/pixel of 30 meV2 (b) or as coincident events per interval

of 30 meV (a),(c). In total, approx. 1.2×105 events are shown. The color scale of (b) is

linear.
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Table 5: Properties of the Ar and ArKr cluster spectra (see also Tab. 1). Here, N is NAr

or NArKr, as appropriate. αau denotes the ETMD3 decay e�ciency, see text for details.

n.d.: `not determined'.

Krin (%) 〈N〉 Eb (3s) (eV) αau

Ar � 7000 28.64(3) �

ArKr 3.0 109 28.77(3) n.d.

ArKr 5.0 6100 28.55(4) 0.96(8)

ArKr 5.0 1800 28.63(4) 0.91(8)

ing the faster and e2 the slower electron. As the binding energies of Ar 3s435

states in Ar clusters and mixed ArKr clusters are known (Tab. 5), we can436

identify the part of the secondary electron spectrum which can be attributed437

to emission from an Ar 3s−1 photoionized state (region marked by black bars438

in the Figure). It can clearly be discerned that this state decays by electron439

emission, with a secondary electron spectrum which is very low in energy,440

and peaks at the lowest kinetic energy of e2 that could be measured (ap-441

prox. 100 meV). No such autoionization feature is present in pure Ar clusters442

(Fig. 12). There, the double ionization threshold of the cluster is too high in443

energy to energetically allow an ICD or ETMD [74, 75].444

Some background at other combinations of energies can be seen in Fig.445

11 (b), and is attributed to inelastic electron scattering, or decay of excitonic446

satellites, which are underlying the Ar 3s threshold in larger Ar clusters447

[76, 77]. (In principle also ICD of electron correlation satellites can appear448

in this region, in the Ar dimer however the lowest such satellite has a binding449

energy of 32.2 eV (above the excitation energy used here) [75].) In order to450
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Figure 12: Photon excited electron-electron coincidence spectrum of pure Ar clusters in

the region of Ar inner valence electrons. See Fig. 11 for labelling.
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disentangle the contribution of the background from our signal, we divided451

the coincident electron signals into narrow intervals of e2 energy, and, for452

each interval, determined an appropriate background for the Ar 3s region453

by a polynomial �t to the signal in the two background regions marked by454

pairs of red bars in Fig. 11 (b). This background was subtracted to give455

the lower (red) data set shown in Fig. 11 (a). The sum of all background456

polynomials that were subtracted is shown as the solid, red trace in Fig. 11457

(c). We will discuss the shape of the secondary electron spectrum in some458

more detail below, but note here the good agreement with our simulations459

(Fig. 9). This corroborates the assignment of this decay process to ETMD3,460

which was given in Ref. [37] based solely on energetical arguments.461

In total, the signal from inelastic scattering (and, possibly, excitonic satel-462

lites) makes up a larger fraction of the two electron emission than ETMD3.463

A similar result has been quantitatively discussed for ICD in Ne clusters of464

di�erent size [78].465

In Figure 13, for comparison we again present the experimental ETMD3-466

spectrum and the spectrum simulated for the mixed core-shell systems. For467

the experimental data, the error was calculated as the weighted sum of the468

statistical error of the estimated background and the statistical error of the469

spectrum before background subtraction. Given that our calculations still470

contain some simplifying assumptions in order to make the problem tractable,471

e.g. the representation of the initial and �nal single particle energies by sim-472

ple numbers, we consider the amount of agreement very satisfactory. Since473

the total decay width could not be measured in this experiment, the compari-474

son can only extend to the shape of the spectra. For example, experimentally475
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Figure 13: ETMD spectrum, after background subtraction, from measurements of mixed

Ar-Kr clusters with 3 % krypton in the initial gas mixture (corresponding to approximately

37 % krypton in the �nal cluster). Data are the same as in panel (a) of Fig. 11. For

comparison, we also show the data calculated for a mixed core-shell system from Fig.

9 (cluster structure in the right panel of Fig. 8), normalized to the total area of the

experimental data.
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we cannot decide on the factor of four increase in decay probability between476

the strict core-shell system and the structure with sub-surface Ar.477

From a comparison of our calculated ETMD3 lifetime to the one from478

�uorescence in pure Ar gas, we suggested that ETMD3 is the dominating479

decay channel. We checked this assertion experimentally with the method-480

ology described in [56]. Brie�y, for a feature in the e1 spectrum, e.g. the481

Ar 3s primary photoelectron line, we perform the ratio of coincident to total482

counts. After correction with the detection e�ciency this should give unity,483

if all primary excited states decay by emission of a second electron. We took484

the respective peak areas from least squares �ts to the coincident and sin-485

gle hit inner valence spectra (not shown, see [41] for a similar study), and486

corrected the result by a detection e�ciency of 0.27, determined as outlined487

in [51]. The result of this exercise gives αau, the fraction of Ar 3s−1 ionized488

states which decay by emission of a low energy electron, and is shown in489

Tab. 5; the data set with 3% Kr admixture could not be analyzed because490

its degree of condensation was too low. In other words, we have shown ex-491

perimentally that the decay probability due to ETMD3 for the ArKr system492

is practically equal to one. Although the result for the smaller clusters seems493

to be somewhat lower, given the experimental error we would not like to494

further interpret this di�erence.495

Finally, for comparison we brie�y discuss the electron-electron coincidence496

spectrum of pure Kr clusters (Fig. 14). No autoionization features speci�c to497

the region of Ar 3s binding energies can be seen here. Instead, two-electron498

emission seems to be dominated by electron pairs with a very unequal energy499

sharing, and total kinetic energies in the range 3-5.5 eV (two-hole �nal state500
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Figure 14: Photon excited electron-electron coincidence spectrum of pure Kr clusters in

the region of Ar inner valence electrons. See Fig. 11 for labelling.
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energy 26.5-29 eV). Following the discussion elsewhere one could attribute501

this intensity to sequential emission of two electrons by inelastic electron502

scattering. The diagonal corresponding to the minimum total �nal state503

energy for this mechanism can be clearly seen in Fig. 14 (b). Nevertheless,504

this panel also shows a propensity for emission of electron pairs with a very505

low energy (< 0.4 eV) e2 electron. As inelastic electron scattering rather leads506

to an equipartitioning of all energy combinations, we attribute this part of507

the two-electron intensity to autoionization of Kr satellite states. In rare508

gas dimers, ICD of the cluster states derived from the atomic correlation and509

shake-up satellite spectrum was indeed seen [75], but binding energies of these510

satellites are above the interval discussed here. (This type of satellite however511

could be responsible for the small feature seen at an e1 binding energy of512

29.3 eV for both ArKr and pure Ar, see Fig.s 11 (c) and 14 (c).) Rather we513

attribute the discussed two-electron intensity to excitonic satellites having no514

atomic counterpart, which are clearly present in the relevant binding energy515

region (spectra not shown), in analogy to the discussion for Ar in [76]. It is516

interesting that here this autoionization driven channel seems well be able to517

compete with inelastic scattering, even at a cluster size of 700. With lesser518

intensity, this process is also observed in larger ArKr clusters [37, 55].519

8. Summary520

We described the ETMD3 process after Ar 3s ionization in mixed ArKr521

clusters. We showed, that despite the necessity to describe this system in-522

cluding spin-orbit coupling, the overall ETMD electron spectrum and total523

decay width are very similar also in a non-relativistic description. In the rela-524
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tivistic description the ArKr4p−1
3/2Kr4p

−1
3/2 channel is dominant. We quanti�ed525

the geometry dependence of the channel opening, which was previously ob-526

served for the ArKr2 trimer. Systematic calculations of the decay width for527

di�erent trimer angles clari�ed the role of orbital overlap and of the energy528

transfer and charge transfer distances. The results show that mixed cluster529

structures allowing for ArKr2 triples with short interatomic distances and530

large angles are bene�cial for the ETMD(3) e�ciency.531

The calculated energies of the ETMD3 spectrum for larger clusters are in532

excellent agreement with the experimental results presented here and in Ref.533

[37]. We therefore conclude that the asymptotic approach is a useful tool534

to study the ETMD3 process in clusters, and might �nd applications also in535

liquids.536
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